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Design Principles for Civic Dialogue 
in a Post-Truth Era
Over the past fifty years there has been a shift in how citizens perceive their efficacy over, 
and relationship with, public institutions (Frantzich, 2005). Heightening negative sentiment 
has created growing distrust which in recent years has manifested itself in the rise of anti-
government populism (Lenihan, 2017). There are many contributing factors as to why this 
phenomenon has developed. The aim of this paper is not to tackle why it has developed but 





















































































































































































































































































































themselves: ‘how can we encourage people to 




















































































































































Ensure citizen feedback is heard
Don	Lenihan	argues	that	“treating 


































































































concluded	that	“genuine responsiveness  





“practitioners should seek to design processes 
that clearly highlight to individuals the 
Moot - A design concept of how these principles could be 
applied to a citizen - representative dialogue channel
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actual importance of their participation so 

























































































































































































































Moot - A design concept of how these principles could be 
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Who is seen as potentially being effected by this theme?
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